
Become an intern 
- and help us make coffee grounds into gourmet mushrooms! 
 
 
Do you have the courage to get your fingers deep into the grounds of the circular economy? 
 
Then we have the right internship for you! 
 
Beyond Coffee is now looking for a student intern for the Spring semester, with start in 
January/Februrary 2019. The internship is unpaid, but with a monthly gratuity of 3.000 DKK. 
 
- - - 
 
Beyond Coffee transforms coffee grounds into eatable mushrooms (oyster mushrooms) at our two 
mushroom farms in Copenhagen. 
 
For almost three years now, we have been cultivating oyster mushrooms on organic coffee 
grounds. The grounds are collected from local canteens and restaurants, and are mostly sold to 
local restaurants and co-ops. In our shop, among other things, we sell a Grow-Kit, where the 
consumers can grow their own mushrooms on their own coffee grounds.  
 
The company is constantly evolving in many different directions. That means there are always 
plenty of ideas, experiments and projects at work, all deriving from the idea of utilizing the city’s 
many resources and waste streams.  
 
Your tasks: 
As an intern, you will need to be able to keep a straight face through both administrative, 
developing and physical tasks. 
The primary tasks include: 

• Assisting in mushroom production, including the production/mixing, harvesting, delivering 
mushrooms and - from time to time - picking up coffee grounds.  

• Projects that might include everything from process optimization of the production, 
graphical design, collaborating with business partners, business development or 
something completely different depending on you background and key skills.  

• Working our shop and webshop. 
• Administration: Ordering and purchasing, contact to partners and customers. 
• Assisting current projects within the company, including developing new products. 

 
Your qualif ications and background: 
It is important that you are an active student on a relevant higher education, so the internship is a 
registered part of your education with credits.  
Other than that, we hope that you: 

• have a general interest and knowledge about circular economy and/or sustainable food 
production. Our ambition is to utilize the resources around us in the best way thinkable for 
people and the environment. We hope that you can recognize that ambition in yourself.  

• have the courage to take part in the many different daily tasks in a small start-up.  



• have skills within IT, graphical design or engineering or some other particular skills that will 
benefit the company.  

• are a good communicator. Both written and orally in either English or Danish (or both). 
• are rich in initiative. 

 
It’s a plus if you have a drivers license. 
 
We are located in Jægersborggade 35, Copenhagen N., where we have both our shop and office. 
The work locations will also include our mushroom farms in Copenhagen NW. and on Amager. 
 
If you want to join our team, then write us a short application (max. 1 page) and sent it  our way 
on November 5, the latest.  Include your resume. 
The application and resume should be sent to mikkel@beyondcoffee.dk 
 
Questions about the internship can be directed to the e-mail above or by phone to +45 60776864 
(Ebbe) or 60619128 (Mikkel). 
 
We look forward to hearing from you! 
 
 
- - - 
 
 
Read more about Beyond Coffee here: http://www.beyondcoffee.eu  
Learn more about the Grow-Kit: http://www.beyondcoffee.eu/products  
 
 
 


